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In The Moment

Developing Numerical Fluency

In The Moment explores how, in just a few

In Developing Numerical Fluency, Patsy Kanter and
Steven Leinwand take a fresh look at a commonlyasked question: “How do I teach number facts so
my students know them fluently?” They apply their
decades of experience teaching mathematics to
rethinking effective fluency instruction.

PATSY KANTER AND STEPHEN LEINWAND

JEN MUNSON

minutes, a math conference provides
opportunities for supporting productive
struggle, helping students grow their ideas,
formative assessment, and differentiation.
Enhanced with online videos showing real
math conferences and teacher reflections,
this book provides the guidance and support
needed to get started with conferring and see
it become a crucial part of your teaching.
Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-09869-2 • 160pp • $21.50

Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-09312-3 • 184pp • $23.00

Math in Practice

A professional learning resource
for teachers see page 4

P:800-225-5800 F:877-231-6980 Prices in this catalog reflect 20% off list price Heinemann.com/Math

@HeinemannPub
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It is my f irm belief that to improve
students’ mathematical understanding,
we need to focus on, and invest in,
teaching and teachers.”
— Jo Boaler from the foreward of In the Moment by Jen Munson
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In The Moment

Developing Numerical Fluency

In The Moment explores how, in just a few minutes,
a math conference provides opportunities for
supporting productive struggle, helping students
grow their ideas, formative assessment, and
differentiation. Enhanced with online videos showing
real math conferences and teacher reflections, this
book provides the guidance and support needed
to get started with conferring and see it become a
crucial part of your teaching.

In Developing Numerical Fluency, Patsy Kanter and
Steven Leinwand take a fresh look at a commonlyasked question: “How do I teach number facts so
my students know them fluently?” They apply their
decades of experience teaching mathematics to
rethinking effective fluency instruction.

PATSY KANTER AND STEPHEN LEINWAND

JEN MUNSON

Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-09312-3 • 184pp • $23.00

Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-09869-2 • 160pp • $21.50
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MATH IN PR ACTICE
Susan

O’Connell and Colleagues

A Grade-by-Grade Guide for Teachers
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Third-Grade Math
Cheryl Akers • Susan O’Connell • John SanGiovanni
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Kindergarten Math
Marcy Myers • Susan O’Connell • John SanGiovanni

Meet Math in Practice: a grade-by-grade
professional learning and support resource written
by master teachers and math coaches. This
comprehensive K–5 resource provides key content
knowledge, a wealth of classroom-tested activities
and centers, formative assessment support, and
more. Standards-based and designed to fit with any
math program you are using, this is a resource you’ll
reach for over and over again.
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Joan Petti Tellish • Susan O’Connell • John SanGiovanni

TEACHING

Fourth-Grade Math
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Second-Grade Math

TEACHING

First-Grade Math
Laura Hunovice • Susan O’Connell • John SanGiovanni

The School Bundle includes 14 books altogether: one of each
Grade-Level Pack plus an Administrator Pack.
School Bundle • 978-0-325-07808-3 • 14 books • $549.00
The Administrator Pack includes two books: A Guide for
Teachers and A Guide for Administrators.
Administrator Pack • 978-0-325-08664-4 • 2 books • $59.00
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Fifth-Grade Math
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Imagine the power of every elementary teacher
having unlimited access to a math coach.
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Kay B. Sammons • Susan O’Connell • John SanGiovanni
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Allison Peet • Susan O’Connell • John SanGiovanni

LEARN MORE AT MathInPractice.com
Each grade-level book is divided into modules
that begin with an About the Math section
where the big ideas that underpin the entire
module are thoroughly unpacked.

The Ideas for Instruction and
Assessment section contains lesson
ideas, including suggested questions
for sparking discussion.

Each Grade-Level Pack includes a guide for teachers
and one grade-level book.

Additional Ideas for Support and
Practice are included for students
who may need repeated exposure
or different ways to access and
understand a particular concept.

Kindergarten Pack • 978-0-325-08658-3 • 2 books • $89.00
Grade 1 Pack • 978-0-325-08659-0 • 2 books • $89.00
Grade 2 Pack • 978-0-325-08660-6 • 2 books • $89.00
Grade 3 Pack • 978-0-325-08661-3 • 2 books • $89.00
Grade 4 Pack • 978-0-325-08662-0 • 2 books • $89.00
Grade 5 Pack • 978-0-325-08663-7 • 2 books • $89.00

Extensive teacher notes support
instruction by addressing common
misconceptions, differentiation options,
and student thinking to look for.
P:800-225-5800 F:877-231-6980 Prices in this catalog reflect 20% off list price Heinemann.com/Math

@HeinemannPub
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CONTEXTS FOR LEARNING MATHEMATICS
Cathy Fosnot and Colleagues

Level 1, Grades K-3

Level 2, Grades 3-5

Level 3, Grades 4-6

978-0-325-09730-5

978-0-325-09872-2

978-0-325-09874-6

• 8 Unit Books

• 5 Unit Books

• 5 Unit Books

• Overview Book

• Overview Book

• Overview Book

• 3 Resource Books

• 2 Resource Books

• 1 Resource Book

• 8 Read-Aloud Books

• 17 Posters

• 16 Posters

• Digital Resources

• Digital Resources

• Digital Resources

INVESTIGATING NUMBER SENSE,
ADDITION, AND SUBTRACTION

INVESTIGATING MULTIPLICATION
AND DIVISION

INVESTIGATING FRACTIONS,
DECIMALS, AND PERCENTS

Flexible, Classroom-Tested Units
CONTEXTS FOR LEARNING MATHEMATICS is a
rigorous K–6 classroom resource that makes
use of a workshop environment to bring the
Standards for Mathematical Practice to life.
Rich, authentic contexts provide a backdrop for
fostering the use of mathematical models as
thinking tools, tenacious problem solving, and the
reading and writing of mathematical arguments
and justifications to ensure the development of a
positive growth mindset.
Flexibly designed, CFLM units can be used to
enhance your teaching, supplement your
curriculum, or differentiate instruction. Each
unit stands on its own, presenting a two-week
sequence of interconnected investigations,
games, and minilessons created to support the
development of key topics such as place-value,
subtraction, multiplication, or fractions.

Each grade-span package includes a set of unit books, along
with additional resources to support instruction and student
understanding, including:
All three Overview Books
offer a deeper dive into
the content, instructional
strategies, and overall
philosophy specific to that
grade span.

Digital Resources include
videos of classrooms
in action, access to
reproducibles, and
overviews of lessons and
program components.

6

Read-Aloud Books
and Posters help
set the stage for
learning by bringing
the rich contexts of
each unit to life.

Each Resource Book
provides carefully designed
strings of related problems
that can be used daily
for guided group work,
intervention, enrichment,
and minilessons throughout
the year.

CONTEXTS FOR LEARNING MATHEMATICS
2-FosnotUB_BigDinner_INT
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Cathy Fosnot and Colleagues
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Minilesson: A Multiplication String (10–15 minutes)
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designed to encourage students to use
facts they know in order to figure out
more difficult problems.

3 Record student strategies on a t-chart.

T

This string is designed to help students automatize the multiplication facts by
focusing on relationships. The big idea underlying this strategy is the
distributive property. It is helpful to present the problems in a context, such as
six-packs of juice, to help students realize the meaning of what they are doing.
Number of packs

3/10/07

3:44 PM
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Number of juice boxes

1
2

Behind the Numbers

6
12

The second problem in this string is double the
first and the first two problems can be used to
solve the third. The fourth is double the second
or can be solved with the partial products of
the first and third. Then, 9  6 appears after 10
 6 to encourage students to use the ten-times
strategy for the nine-times table (subtracting
out one group of six). The last problem can be
solved in many ways with a variety of partial
products on the chart.
When needed, draw representations of the
juice boxes or use repeated addition, circling the
groups (as shown below), to help students who
are struggling to envision the partial products.

Do one problem at a time and record students’strategies
on a t-chart. Invite students to discuss the connection
with the work they completed on previous days.

8  6  (4  6)  (4  6)  (6  6)  (2  6)

12  6

String of related problems:
26

Carefully selected
minilessons open the day
with a quick, powerful
look at key strategies
and big ideas. Strings
of related problems are
used to support efficient
computation, powerful
talk, automatization
of basic facts, and
numeracy development.

46
66
86
10  6
96

6666  6666

BIG IDEAS

3
3
3

Unitizing
addition
rty of multiplication (over
The distributive prope
and over subtraction)
rty of multiplication
The commutative prope

3

3

3 Explain that students will now develop

multiplying

charts that list the prices of various
amounts of apples and carrots.

Do the first two problems in
Appendixes D and E as a whole group
and then have students work with
partners to complete the charts.

S T R AT E G I E S

ion

T

MODELS

3 Open number line

Each unit opens with a
description of the unit and the
math content it develops. You’ll
find notes about developmental
landmarks—the big ideas,
strategies, and models related to
the topic of the unit.

Each day of the unit is
purposefully organized
and opens with an
outline of the day’s
teaching moves and
a list of the essential
materials.

Developing the Context
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3
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DAY FOUR

of Learning
The Landscape

3

can be difficult since it requires proportional reasoning, and students usually
need a lot of time to develop facility with it. The math workshop begins with
Ratio table
a warm-up minilesson on multiplication, using a string of related problems
designed to encourage the use of the ratio table and facilitate the
automatizing of the multiplication tables. Students then begin new t-charts
for apples and carrots. Once again, the5 numbers on the charts have been
carefully chosen to support learners in moving away from repeated addition
strategies toward more efficient grouping strategies.

Materials Needed
Student recording sheet
for the apples chart
(Appendix D)—one per
pair of students
Student recording sheet
for the carrots chart
(Appendix E)—one per
pair of students

2 8Before class, prepare

Day Four Outline
Minilesson: A Multiplication String

3

Work on a string of related problems designed to encourage students
to use facts they know in order to figure out more difficult problems.

3

Record student strategies on a t-chart.

Developing the Context

3

Explain that students will now develop charts that list the prices of
various amounts of apples and carrots.

3

Do the first two problems in Appendixes D and E as a whole group
and then have students work with partners to complete the charts.

THE BIG DINNER

Overhead projector and
overhead marker
Large chart paper—
one sheet per pair of
students
Money—various amounts
of quarters, dimes, nickels,
and pennies
Large chart pad
and easel

3

Markers

Preparing for the Math Congress

3
3

Professional
development is built
into every unit through
coaching notes, an
exploration of the unit’s
context, and a look at
how the chosen models
and numbers support
student learning.

overhead transparencies
of Appendixes D and E
(or write the t-charts on
chart paper).

Supporting the Investigation
Encourage students to think about how they might use one problem
to help with another.

Tell students that their charts for the cost of turkey were so terrific that you
want them to make some more charts, this time for apples and carrots. Use
the overhead transparencies of the apples and carrots charts to demonstrate
what you have in mind, as you did on Day Three. Do the first two problems
(one pound and two pounds) with the whole class and then have students
work in pairs to complete the charts (Appendixes D and E). Again, have coins
available should students need to use them as tools.
The recording sheets are designed as t-charts with missing numbers to
encourage the use of the ratio table and grouping strategies based on
distributivity. The numbers on the charts have been chosen carefully. The cost
of a pound of apples, $1.60, is more difficult than the $1.25 for the turkey, yet
the 5 pounds results in a nice even multiple, $8.00.This can be used to solve the
remainder of the chart, since 10 pounds is just double that amount—$16.00. Six
pounds and 9 pounds can be calculated by adding or removing $1.60.The $1.10
for the carrots is likely to be easier because of the ease of grouping tens (dimes),
but it is also likely to bring up an interesting discussion on the patterns that
result. Here the distributive property is once again the underlying big idea: 5
pounds is $5.00 plus 5 dimes; 3 pounds is $3.00 plus 3 dimes, etc.

Ask students to make posters of their strategies.

Sample pages
shown are from
The Big Dinner unit

Begin to plan for a math congress that will support students in
considering a variety of strategies as they work with a ratio table.

Day Four

27
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C O G N I T I V E LY G U I D E D
I N ST R U C T I O N grades prek—6

Young Children’s Mathematics is a
research-based look at how teachers
can build on the youngest learners’
informal, everyday experiences to
promote and develop sense-making
in mathematics.

Young Children’s

Mathematics

Cognitively Guided Instruction in Early Childhood Education
Thomas P. Carpenter • Megan L. Franke • Nicholas C. Johnson
Angela Chan Turrou • Anita A. Wager

Grades PreK–1 • 978-0-325-07812-0
160pp + Online Video • $22.50

Includes Online Video

This highly anticipated follow-up volume to the
landmark Children’s Mathematics: Cognitively
Guided Instruction addresses the urgent need to help
teachers understand and teach fraction concepts.
Empson and Levi show how the same kinds of
intuitive knowledge and sense making that provides the
basis for children’s learning of whole number arithmetic
can be extended to fractions and decimals.
Just as they did in Children’s Mathematics and
Thinking Mathematically, Empson and Levi provide
important insights into children’s thinking and
innovative approaches to solving problems. Three
themes appear throughout the book:

•
•
•

“With the collaboration
of a number of dedicated teachers
and their students,
Susan Empson and Linda Levi
have produced a volume that is faithful
to the basic principles
of CGI while at the same time
covering new ground
with insight and innovation.”
—Thomas p. Carpenter

SuSan B. EmpSon is an Associate
Professor of Science and
Mathematics Education at The
University of Texas at Austin.

building meaning for fractions and decimals through
discussing and solving word problems

Linda LEvi is the Director of
Cognitively Guided Instruction
(CGI) Initiatives at Teachers
Development Group.

the progression of children’s strategies for solving fraction
word problems and equations from direct modeling
through relational thinking
designing instruction that capitalizes on students’
relational thinking strategies to integrate algebra into
teaching and learning fractions.

Empson and Levi were both coauthors of
Heinemann’s top selling math title Children’s
Mathematics: Cognitively Guided Instruction,
which has helped tens of thousands of teachers
understand children’s intuitive problem-solving
and computation. Children’s Mathematics
remains a hallmark contribution to mathematics
education since its publication in 1999.

With illuminating examples of student work,
classroom vignettes, “Teacher Commentaries” from
the field, sample problems, and instructional guides
provided in each chapter, you’ll have all the tools you
need to teach fractions and decimals for understanding
and confidence.

Addresses the Common Core State Standards
in Mathematics on Fractions, Decimals, and
Operations and Algebraic Thinking

Extending Children’s Mathematics: Fractions and decimals

Children’s
Mathematics

EmpSon
LEvi

From the authors
of the bestselling

For
Thoma eword by
s P. Car
Coauth penter

Extending
Children’s Mathematics
or
Childre of
Mathe n’s
matics

Fractions and decimals

Innovations in Cognitively Guided Instruction

ISBN-13: 978- 0-325-03053-1
ISBN-10: 0-325-03053-7

Thinking Mathematically provides a rich portrait of arithmetic set in
a broader perspective on mathematics, and on what it means to do and learn it. . . .
The book overflows with supports for the mathematical work of the teacher
in pressing students, provoking, supporting, pointing, and attending with care.
—Hyman Bass

and

deBoraH LoewenBerg BaLL

Second Edition

Includes Extensive

From the Authors of
CHILDREN’S MATHEMATICS

Cognitively
Guided
Instruction

Dedica
Dedicated
to Teachers™

• Teacher Commentaries capture the voices
of a number of teachers, providing realistic
portrayals of what happens in class.
• End-of-chapter Challenges offer a variety of
problems and activities for teachers to increase
their own knowledge of mathematics and to
help their students develop algebraic thinking.

• An accompanying downloadable resource
provides rich illustrations of ideas in the
book—extended interactions with individual
children or classroom episodes—all clearly
linked to the text.
Thomas Carpenter is Professor of Curriculum and
Instruction at the University of Wisconsin–Madison
and Director of the National Center for Improving
Student Learning and Achievement in Mathematics
and Science. He is former editor of the Journal
for Research in Mathematics Education, and has
received awards for his research publications from
NCTM and the American Educational Research
Association.
Megan Loef Franke is an Associate Professor in
the Department of Education at the University
of California–Los Angeles and Director of
Center X: Where Research and Practice Intersect
for Urban School Professionals. Her work focuses
on understanding and supporting teacher
learning through professional development.
Linda Levi is an Associate Researcher at the
Wisconsin Center for Education Research at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison. Her recent
work focuses on children’s algebraic reasoning
in the elementary school. She has designed and
conducted professional development workshops
for teachers across the country.

ISBN 978-0-325-07819-9
9 0000 >
9 780325 078199

Carpenter et al final cover_Reprint_8_2015.indd 1

Thinking
Mathematically

Thinking Mathematically

In Children’s Mathematics:
Cognitively Guided Instruction,
Thomas Carpenter, Megan
Franke, and Linda Levi helped
tens of thousands of teachers
understand children’s intuitive problem-solving
and computational processes. More important, the
authors helped teachers figure out how to use that
knowledge to enhance students’ understanding of
arithmetic. In this book the same author team takes
teaching and learning mathematics to the next level,
revealing how children’s developing knowledge
of the powerful unifying ideas of mathematics
can deepen their understanding of arithmetic and
provide a solid foundation for learning algebra.
Thinking Mathematically provides numerous
examples of classroom dialogues that indicate
how algebraic ideas emerge in children’s thinking
and what problems and questions help to elicit
them. Special features of the book help teachers
develop their own understanding of mathematics
along with their students’:

Thomas P. Carpenter
Elizabeth Fennema
Megan Loef Franke
Linda Levi
Susan Empson

Carpenter, Franke, Levi

Children’s
Mathematics

Grades 1–6 • 978-0-325-03053-1
272pp • $28.50

SuSan B. EmpSon
Linda LEvi

www.heinemann.com

Online Video

Extending Children’s Mathematics
lays a foundation for the conceptual
understanding of fractions and
decimals by showing how children’s
intuitive knowledge about whole
numbers extends to fractions and
decimals.

Thinking Mathematically explores
how children’s natural mathematical
strategies draw upon the properties of
operations and algebraic concepts.
It shows how these strategies can
deepen students’ understanding of
arithmetic and algebraic foundations.

Integrating
Arithmetic & Algebra
in Elementary School
Thomas P. Carpenter
Megan Loef Franke
Linda Levi

Includes
downloadable
resources
featuring
classroom video

Grades K–6 • 978-0-325-07819-9 • 160pp
+ Online Video • $27.50

Foreword by Hyman Bass
& Deborah Loewenberg Ball

8/26/15 3:41 PM

Children’s Mathematics, Second Edition is the essential resource
for learning about how children think about math. An online library
of more than 90 videos provide a comprehensive look at the
development of children’s mathematical thinking and problem
solving.
Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-05287-8 • 240pp + Online Video • $28.50

YOUNG MATHEMATICIANS AT WORK
grades k—8

In the Young Mathematicians at Work series,
Cathy Fosnot (@ctfosnot) and colleagues
describe how a math workshop environment
helps children construct a deep understanding
of numeracy and operations. Each book
provides practical, child-centered methods
to support educators in helping children think
deeply about mathematics.

Our work is driven by the
desire to transform classrooms
into communities of mathematicians.”

—Cathy Fosnot

Constructing Number Sense, Addition,
and Subtraction

Constructing Multiplication
and Division

Constructing Fractions, Decimals,
and Percents

Grades PreK–3 • 978-0-325-00353-5
216pp • $25.50

Grades 3–5 • 978-0-325-00354-2
192pp • $25.50

Grades 5–8 • 978-0-325-00355-9
192pp • $25.50

Constructing Algebra
Grades K–8 • 978-0-325-02841-5
224pp • $25.50

P:800-225-5800 F:877-231-6980 Prices in this catalog reflect 20% off list price Heinemann.com/Math

@HeinemannPub
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TEACHING MATHEMATICS

Susan Jo Russell • Deborah Schifter • Virginia Bastable

“To truly engage in mathematics is to become curious and

—Susan Jo Russell, Deborah Schifter, and Virginia Bastable

Algebra readiness: it’s a topic of concern that seems to
pervade every school district. How can we help all students
succeed in the mathematics they are studying in the
elementary grades and become ready for later instruction?
The answer lies not in studying additional content, but in
developing ways of thinking that underlie both arithmetic
and algebra.

■

notice and describe consistencies across problems

■

articulate generalizations about the behavior of the
operations

■

develop mathematical arguments based on representations
to explain why such generalizations are or are not true.

Students become familiar with properties and general rules
that underlie computational strategies—including those
that form the basis of strategies used in algebra—thereby
both strengthening their understanding of grade-level
content and preparing them for future studies.

Russell is a Principal
Scientist at the Education
Research Collaborative
at TERC and a former
elementary teacher and
math coach.

Schifter is Principal
Research Scientist at the
Education Development
Center (EDC) and a former
elementary, secondary, and
college-level math educator.

Bastable is Director of the
SummerMath for Teachers
program at Mt. Holyoke
College and a former middle
and high school math
teacher.

Available online, a Course Facilitator’s Guide will provide
leaders with tools and resources for implementing a
professional development course or study group.

ConneCting ARithmetiC to AlgeBRA

Connecting Arithmetic to Algebra shows how investigating
the behavior of the operations can move students forward.
Nationally-known math educators Russell, Schifter, and
Bastable and a group of collaborating teachers describe
how elementary teachers can shape their instruction so
that students learn to:

Susan Jo Russell, Deborah Schifter, and
Virginia Bastable are coauthors of the Developing
Mathematical Ideas series (Pearson) as well as
contributors to the early algebra content of the
Investigations in Number, Data, and Space ®
(Pearson) K–5 math curriculum.

Russell • Schifter • Bastable

grades k—6

intrigued about regularities and patterns, then describe and explain them.
A focus on the behavior of the operations allows students starting in the
familiar territory of number and computation to progress to true engagement
in the discipline of mathematics.”

Connecting Arithmetic
to Algebra

Strategies for Building Algebraic Thinking
in the Elementary Grades

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-04191-9
ISBN-10: 0-325-04191-1

www.heinemann.com

Connecting Arithmetic to Algebra
shows how investigating the
behavior of the operations can help
move students on to more complex
mathematical ideas. Learn how
elementary teachers can do this
within the context of regular classroom
instruction.
Grades 1–6 • 978-0-325-04191-9
176pp • $22.50

A focus on mathematical
argument provides a gateway
for young students into learning
about central mathematical
practices”—But Why Does It Work?
Young Children’s Mathematics is a
research-based look at how teachers
can build on the youngest learners’
informal, everyday experiences to
promote and develop sense-making
in mathematics.
Grades PreK–1 • 978-0-325-07812-0
160pp + Online Video • $21.50

But Why Does It Work? offers a simple, efficient teaching model
focused on mathematical argument. The goal? Developing the
ability of students to justify their thinking and engage with the
reasoning of others.
Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-08114-4 • 176pp + Online Resources • $25.00

TEACHING MATHEMATICS
grades k—8

Putting the
Practices
Into Action
Im

C ple
St omm men
M an o tin
Pr ath dar n C g the
ac em ds ore
tic a t f o
e ica r
K
– l
8

Susan O’Connell
John SanGiovanni

The Mastering the Basic Math Facts books
provide clear strategies, teaching tips, classroom
activities, and online resources to help math fact
mastery become a reality for all your students.

Multiplication and Division
Grades 2–6 • 978-0-325-05965-5 • 192pp • $25.50

Addition and Subtraction
Grades K–3 • 978-0-325-07476-4 • 176pp • $25.50

Putting the Practices
Into ActionBexamines the
OPTION
Standards for Mathematical Practice and unpacks
their power for promoting deep mathematical
understanding. Each chapter focuses on one of the
seven practices, explaining it in teacher-friendly
language and offering activities and coaching for
incorporating it into your classroom. This book is an
invaluable resource for developing mathematically
proficient students who go well beyond simply
memorizing facts and formulas.
Grades K–8 • 978-0-325-04655-6 • 168pp • $21.50

Both books include access to hundreds of
pages of customizable digital resources
P:800-225-5800 F:877-231-6980 Prices in this catalog reflect 20% off list price Heinemann.com/Math

@HeinemannPub
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TEACHING MATHEMATICS
grades prek—5

Comprehending
Problem Solving
ARTHUR HYDE

Comprehending

PROBLEM SOLVING
Building Mathematical
Understanding with
Cognition and Language

ARTHUR HYDE
Foreword by

Ellin Oliver Keene

This book will guide you
beyond simply delivering
mathematical content and
hoping students remember key
facts and formulas. It shows
how to leverage rich activities,
the language of math, and
knowledge of how children think
and learn to create dynamic
classrooms where deep
mathematical understanding
is achieved.
Grades K-5 • 978-0-325-04924-3
152pp • $20.00

PreK – Grade 5

Math Misconceptions

Math

From Misunderstanding
to Deep Understanding

Misconceptions
Honi J. Bamberger
Christine Oberdorf
Karren Schultz-Ferrell
Foreword by Steven Leinwand

Dedicated to Teachers™

HONI BAMBERGER, CHRISTINE
OBERDORF, AND KARREN
SCHULTZ-FERRELL

Identify and investigate the
source of some of your students’
most common mathematical
errors. See how you can correct
the misconception they already
have and ensure that the
mathematics you are introducing
and reinforcing is accurate.
Grades PreK–5 • 978-0-325-02613-8
200pp • $24.00

Thinking Together explores nine beliefs that lead to a powerful
community of learners. When students are part of a classroom
where they feel valued and included, they are more likely to take
risks, ask questions, and grow exponentially as mathematicians.
Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-09818-0 • 128pp • $18.50

TEACHING MATHEMATICS
grades k—8

“we must walk
the walk of learners.”

Foreword by Max Ray-Riek

“Jf education is to be the learning profession, then we must walk the walk
of learners. The bottom line is not perfection, constant success, and high
test scores. The bottom line is creating a culture in which learning, innovation, and collaboration are the norms—a learning culture. When adults
in schools create such environments, children will thrive.”

WEST  CAMERON

Malke Rosenfeld

LUCY WEST  ANTONIA CAMERON

—Lucy West and Antonia Cameron

H
Engaging
Students in
Whole Body
Learning

ow can teacher leaders cultivate an adult learning
environment that will upgrade teaching capacity
systemwide and ultimately improve student learning in
every classroom? Lucy West and Toni Cameron turn decades of experience designing and implementing coaching initiatives into a practical resource for transforming
school culture and inspiring true learning at every level.
Agents of Change provides coaches, administrators,
and teacher leaders with specific techniques, tools, and
strategies for working with individual classroom teachers

to plan and co-teach lessons, reflect on them afterward,
and find evidence of student learning. Lucy and Toni argue that when we infuse rich learning conversations into
the professional discourse via coaching, study lessons,
and regular meeting times for professionals to work collaboratively, we’re able to examine what it takes on a dayto-day basis to reach every student in our classrooms.
Free video clips show the transformative potential of
content coaching to improve both teacher and student
learning on a school-wide level.

Math
Move


Lucy West is the founder and director
of Metamorphosis Teaching Learning
Communities. Formerly the director of
mathematics instruction in New York
City’s Community School District 2,
Lucy also served as deputy superintendent of curriculum and instruction,
grades K–12, for nearly 200 schools in
New York City’s Region 9.

ON THE

Antonia Cameron is a master coach for
K–6 mathematics at Metamorphosis.
Former co-director of Mathematics in
the City, a national center for professional development at The City College
of New York, Toni is coauthor of numerous facilitator guides and Contexts for
Learning unit books.

How Content Coaching
Transforms Teaching & Learning

Both authors are nationally known “coaches of coaches” and speakers on professional development practices.
ISBN 978-0-325-01383-1
9 0000 >
9 780325 013831

Foreword by Jim Knight

Math on the Move

Agents of Change

Discover how pairing math concepts and whole
body movement creates opportunities for students
to make sense of math in entirely new ways. Filled
with classroom-tested activities and detailed
coaching tips, and supported with extensive video
clips, this book shows how movement can enliven the
learning process rather than offer a break from it.

Based on decades of experience designing
and implementing coaching initiatives, this
practical resource for transforming school
culture and inspiring true learning provides
instructional leaders with specific techniques,
tools, and strategies to improve teaching and
learning on a schoolwide level.

Grades K–8 • 978-0-325-07470-2
192pp + Online Video • $24.50

Grades K–8 • 978-0-325-01383-1 • 232pp • $35.50

WEST_CAMERON_COV_FINAL.indd All Pages

MALKE ROSENFELD

8/14/13 9:22 AM

LUCY WEST AND ANTONIA CAMERON

P:800-225-5800 F:877-231-6980 Prices in this catalog reflect 20% off list price Heinemann.com/Math

@HeinemannPub
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TEACHING MATHEMATICS
grades 3—8

Powerful
Problem
Solving

Modeling with

Mathematics
Authentic Problem Solving in Middle School

Mathematical Thinking
and Communication
Activities for Sense Making with the

Mathematical Practices

Max Ray of The Math Forum @ Drexel
Foreword by

Susan O’Connell

Powerful Problem Solving
MAX RAY-RIEK OF THE MATH FORUM

This book looks at how students
become proficient problem solvers, as
seen through the lens of the Standards
for Mathematical Practice. Discover
fresh approaches to problemsolving and activities that will
transform your students into active
doers rather than passive consumers
of mathematics, all while promoting
deep mathematical thinking.
Grades 3–8 • 978-0-325-05090-4
208pp • $23.50

Access for English Learners

F o r e w o r d by M a x R a y - R i e k of T h e M a t h F o r u m

INCLUDES ONLINE PD RESOURCES

MARK DRISCOLL
JOHANNAH NIKULA
JILL NEUMAYER DEPIPER

Mathematical Thinking
and Communication

MARK DRISCOLL, JOHANNA NIKULA,
AND JILL NEUMAYER
Address a challenge teachers
of English learners often face:
language is deeply involved in
learning mathematics as students
both communicate and think about
mathematical ideas. Through
a careful exploration of four
instructional principles, this book
highlights powerful strategies and
routines for supporting all students in
mathematics.
Grades 4–8 • 978-0-325-07477-1 • 160pp
+ Online Resources • $21.50

14

NANCY BUTLER WOLF

Modeling with
Mathematics
Wolf_ModelMath_Cov_final_rev.indd 1

NANCY BUTLER WOLF
This book is filled with clear, friendly
guidance for getting started
with mathematical modeling in
your classroom. Through detailed
examples and hands-on activities,
you’ll learn how instruction focused
on authentic modeling projects can
engage all students and help them
develop key problem-solving skills.
Grades 5–8 • 978-0-325-06259-4
152pp • $20.00

6/15/15 11:25 AM

Minds on Mathematics
WENDY WARD HOFFER

This book shows how to implement
the workshop model in your math
classroom. It proves that when we
provide math learning experiences
that support students to become
critical thinkers and problem solvers,
to stretch and think in new ways, and
then invite them to communicate their
ideas to others, we inspire them to
understand math like never before.
Grades 4–8 • 978-0-325-04434-7
208pp • $24.50

TEACHING MATHEMATICS

Routines for
Reasoning

grades 4—8

GRACE KELEMANIK, AMY
LUCENTA, AND SUSAN JANSSEN
CREIGHTON

Grace Kelemanik • Amy Lucenta • Susan Janssen Creighton
FOREW ORD BY

Magdalene Lampert

Routines

Keep your classroom running
smoothly with a set of routines
focused not on classroom
management, but on helping
students develop their
mathematical thinking skills.
This book shows how to weave
the Standards for Mathematical
Practice into your teaching
by harnessing the power of
classroom-tested instructional
routines.

for Reasoning
Fostering the
Mathematical
Practices in
All Students

Grades 4–8 • 978-0-325-07815-1
208pp • $24.50

Dedicated to Teachers™

Connecting
I
Mathematical Ideas
JO BOALER AND CATHY
HUMPHREYS

Where do content and pedagogy meet?
They converge in these beautifully crafted cases of teaching—richly detailed,
deeply interpreted, sensitively glossed,
moving effortlessly between written
and visual media. Mathematically
sophisticated and pedagogically
nuanced, these cases and their engaging elaborations fulfill the promise of a
case-based pedagogy of teacher education and professional development.
Jo Boaler and Cathy Humphreys model
the exquisite collaboration between a
scholar of practice and a scholarly
practitioner.

Connecting Mathematical Ideas

In math, like any subject,
real learning takes place
when students can
connect
2(n–1)
= 2n–2
what they already know
to
2 –n
+1
n
new ideas. This book offers
a
2 –(n–1)
n
comprehensive way to improve
+ (n–1) (n–1)
your ability to helpnstudents
in the middle grades link
different mathematical ideas,
representations, and strategies.
LEE S. SHULMAN

President, The Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching

• How can I organize productive class discussions?
• How do I ask questions that stimulate discussion and thought among my students?
• What’s the most effective way to encourage reticent class members to speak up?
• What role should student errors play in my teaching?

Go inside real classrooms to solve your toughest teaching questions. Use the case studies and the wealth
of professional support within Connecting Mathematical Ideas and find new ways to help your students connect with math.

Colin Haysman

Jo Boaler is associate professor of Mathematics Education at Stanford University, where she
researches the impact of different teaching approaches on learning, identity, and equity. She is
a former president of the International Association of Women and Mathematics. Her Ph.D. and
first book, Experiencing School Mathematics (2002), won national awards in England. She lives
with her husband and daughter in California.

Sean McLaughlin

Cathy Humphreys, teacher and Noyce Mathematics Coach in California’s Silicon Valley, has
taught middle school math for more than twenty years. She has been an instructor for Marilyn
Burns Education Associates, a lecturer for preservice mathematics teachers at Stanford
University, and is an instructor for the Mathematics Education Collaborative. Her current teaching and coaching focus is on helping low-attaining students build mathematical proficiency.

Dedicated to Teachers™

9 780325 078182

classroom video

Middle School Video Cases to Support Teaching and Learning

visualization
volume
justification
algebra
proof

representationvariable

visualization

functions

functions
volume

Jo Boaler
Cathy Humphreys

variable

Foreword by Deborah Loewenberg Ball

Dedicated to Teachers™

ISBN 978-0-325-07818-2
0 0000 >

Grades 6–8 • 978-0-325-07818-2
144pp + Online Video • $25.50

justification
proof
Connecting Mathematical Ideas
representation
Includes downloadable
resources full of

Boaler & Humphreys

n math, like any subject, real learning takes place when students
can connect what they already know to new ideas. In Connecting
Mathematical Ideas, Jo Boaler and Cathy Humphreys offer a comprehensive way to improve your ability to help adolescents build connections between different mathematical ideas and representations
and between domains like algebra and geometry.
Connecting Mathematical Ideas contains downloadable video
case studies from Humphreys’ own middle school classroom that
show her encouraging students to bridge complex mathematical
concepts with their prior knowledge. Replete with math talk and coverage of topics like representation, reasonableness, and proof, the
downloads also include complete transcripts and study questions
that stimulate professional learning. Meanwhile, the accompanying
book guides you through the videos with in-depth commentary from
Boaler and Humphreys that breaks down and analyzes the lesson
footage from both a theoretical and a practical standpoint.
In addition to addressing the key content areas of
middle school mathematics, Boaler and Humphreys pose and
help you address a broad range of frequently asked pedagogical
questions, such as:

generalization

Dedicated to Teachers™

bulk: .281” (5/16–”) trim 7-3/8 x 9-1/4”

BOALER_ConnectingMathIdeas_Reprint_08_2015.indd 1

Teaching with Mathematical Argument
DESPINA STYLIANOU AND MARIA BLANTON

Teaching with Mathematical Argument explores how
argumentation—discussing and debating a rich mathematical
problem—provides students with a lens for a deeper mathematical
understanding and teachers with a tool for enhancing student
learning.
Grades 5–8 • 978-0-325-07452-8 • 144pp • $19.50

8/20/15 2:39 PM

TEACHING MATHEMATICS
g r a d e s 5 — 12

Building Powerful
Numeracy for Middle and
High School Students

Lessons and Activities
for Building Powerful
Numeracy

Teachers of older students are
often frustrated by the lack of
number sense their students have.
Informed by research and classroom
experience, this book details an
instructional approach focused
on developing number sense and
understanding in higher math for all
students.

This book is filled with practical
activities that promote strategies for
teaching mathematics with as little
memorization as possible. Through
discussion, modeling, comparing,
describing patterns, and making
generalizations, students develop the
mathematical understanding they
need for success in higher math.

Grades 6–10 • 978-0-325-02662-6
184pp • $23.00

Grades 6–12 • 978-0-325-04804-8
320pp • $30.50

PAMELA WEBER HARRIS
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PAMELA WEBER HARRIS

Fostering Geometric
Thinking

Fostering Algebraic
Thinking

Discover essential, practical ideas
for helping students cultivate habits
of mind that lead to success in
geometry. This book focuses on
rigorous, problem-based teaching
that encourages students to deepen
their thinking in geometric properties,
geometric transformations, and
measurement of geometric objects.

Focused on easing students’ transition
to algebra, this book outlines key
“habits of thinking” that characterize
the successful learning and use of
algebra. It offers strategies teachers
can use to cultivate these habits of
thinking and guidelines for assessing
students’ development.

MARK DRISCOLL

Grades 5–10• 978-0-325-09313-0
144pp + Online Video • $27.50

MARK DRISCOLL

Grades 6–10 • 978-0-325-00154-8
176pp • $25.50

PAUL GOLDENBERG, JUNE MARK,
AND COLLEAGUES
• using well-chosen puzzles and investigations to promote
perseverance and a willingness to explore

—E. Paul Goldenberg,
June Mark, Jane M. Kang,
Mary K. Fries,
Cynthia J. Carter, and
Tracy Cordner

E. PAUL GOLDENBERG

anticipate finding—and using this to draw conclusions

• cultivating an approach to solving authentic problems that are
rarely as tidy as what is found in textbooks

• allowing students to generate, validate, and critique their own
and others’ ideas without relying on an outside authority.

Through teaching tips, classroom vignettes, and detailed examples,
Making Sense of Algebra shows how to focus your instruction on building
these key habits of mind, while inviting students to experience the clarity
and meaning of mathematics—perhaps for the first time.

JUNE MARK

JANE M. KANG

MARY K. FRIES

TRACY CORDNER

implements, and evaluates programs to improve education,

health, and economic opportunity worldwide (www.edc.org).

Massachusetts. EDC is a non-profit organization that designs,

Developing Students’ Mathematical Habits of Mind
E. Paul Goldenberg
June Mark
Jane M. Kang
Mary K. Fries
Cynthia J. Carter
Tracy Cordner

CYNTHIA J. CARTER

E. Paul Goldenberg, June Mark, Jane M. Kang, Mary K. Fries,
and Tracy Cordner work in the Learning and Teaching

Division at Education Development Center (EDC) in Waltham,

ALGEBRA

ALGEBRA

The common misconception
that algebra is simply a
collection of rules is debunked
by delving into how we think
about mathematics. This “habits
of mind” approach is concerned
not just with the results of
mathematical thinking but with
how mathematically proficient
students do that thinking.
• seeking structure and looking for patterns that mathematicians

MAKING SENSE OF

MAKING SENSE OF

very teacher wants to help students make sense of mathematics; but
what if you could guide your students to expect mathematics to make
sense? What if you could help them develop a deep understanding of
the reasons behind its facts and methods?
In Making Sense of Algebra the common misconception that algebra
is simply a collection of rules to know and follow is debunked by delving
into how we think about mathematics. This “habits of mind” approach
is concerned not just with the results of mathematical thinking, but with
how mathematically proficient students do that thinking. Making Sense of
Algebra helps develop this type of thinking in your students by:

Goldenberg•Mark

‘‘
‘‘

Making
E Sense
of Algebra

Building strong
mathematical habits
of mind in students
is a way of bringing
coherence and
meaning to
mathematics.
Students learn that
they can use their
experiences to build
habits—ways of
thinking about and
approaching
problems.

Cynthia J. Carter is a mathematics teacher at The Rashi

School in Dedham, Massachusetts.

ISBN 978-0-325-05301-1
90000 >

GRADES 6–10 • 978-0-325-05301-1
200pp • $24.00
9 780325 053011

FOREWORD BY

Steven Leinwand

Goldenberg_MakingSenseAlgebra_FullCover_Final_REV.indd All Pages

3/5/15 1:47 PM

Best practices do not live in the
descriptions of how teachers teach
but rather in why they make the choices
they do.” —Ilana Seidel Horn

Motivated

ILANA SEIDEL HORN
Motivated is a guidebook for teachers unsatisfied with questions
met by silence. By examining what works in other classrooms and
following the example of been-there teachers, you’ll start changing
slumped shoulders and blank stares into energetic, engaged
learners.
Grades 6–12 • 978-0-325-08981-2 • 136pp • $19.00

TEACHING MATHEMATICS
g r a d e s 6 — 12

TEACHING MATHEMATICS
g r a d e s k — 12

Accessible Mathematics

Sensible Mathematics, Second Edition

Explore practical strategies you can use to improve
instruction in every single classroom. With just
a few powerful instructional shifts in how you
plan, implement, and assess daily mathematics
instruction, you can significantly enhance the impact
your teaching has on student achievement.

Discover how to make the necessary shifts in
curriculum, instruction, assessment, and professional
development to meet and exceed national and state
standards. Learn why these changes are necessary
for preparing students to become mathematical
thinkers in a twenty-first century world.

Grades K–12 • 978-0-325-02656-5 • 128pp • $18.50

Grades K–12 • 978-0-325-04382-1 • 144pp • $22.50

STEVEN LEINWAND
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STEVEN LEINWAND

Cognition-Based Assessment and
Teaching Series
MICHAEL BATTISTA

TEACHING MATHEMATICS
grades k—8

Designed to work with any curriculum, Cognition-Based
Assessment and Teaching will enable you to better understand
and respond to your students’ learning needs and help you
choose instructional activities that are best for them.
Grades K–8 • 978-0-325-04346-9 • 6-Book Set • $119.00
Each title in the Cognition-Based Assessment & Teaching
series also available separately
Place Value: Grades K–6 • 978-0-325-04343-2 • 112pp • $20.00
Addition and Subtraction: Grades K–6 • 978-0-325-01271-1
112pp • $20.00
Multiplication and Division: Grades K–6 • 978-0-325-04344-9
160pp • $20.50
Fractions: Grades K–6 • 978-0-325-04345-6
160pp • $20.50
Geometric Shapes: Grades 1–8 • 978-0-325-04351-7
168pp • $21.50
Geometric Measurement: Grades 1–8 • 978-0-325-04348-7
414pp • $37.50

I think the most serious missing piece
in all the math I observe is that it stops
at an answer.”

—Steven Leinwand
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TEACHING SCIENCE
grades k—8

Reading Science
JENNIFER ALTIERI

RE A D I N G

science
Practical Strategies for Integrating Instruction

Jennifer L. Altieri

Literacy skills aren’t add-ons
to the science class—they are
critical parts of instruction.
Filled with practical strategies
customized for science
classrooms, this book addresses
the need for both literacy and
science skills in our classrooms
to prepare our students for the
future challenges they will meet.
Grades 4–8 • 978-0-325-06258-7
144pp • $19.50

Science Notebooks,
Second Edition
Science
Notebooks
Writing About Inquiry

Lori Fulton &
Brian Campbell

LORI FULTON AND
BRIAN CAMPBELL

This book shows you how to
use science notebooks as
a powerful tool for helping
students develop their thinking
about scientific concepts,
engage in the work of scientists
and engineers, and exercise
language skills—all while
supporting the Next Generation
Science Standards.
Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-05659-3
136pp • $19.00

Sharing Books, Talking Science

VALERIE BANG-JENSEN AND MARK LUBKOWITZ
Children’s literature is a natural avenue to explore the seven
crosscutting concepts described in the Next Generation Science
Standards. This book supplies you with everything you need to get
to the heart of each concept, including a primer, questions and
strategies to spot a concept, and ways to prompt students to see
and talk about it.
Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-08774-0 • 152pp • $20.00

TEACHING SCIENCE
grades k—8

HEINEMANN // 4C bleed // 8.5 x 11 with SPIRAL BINDING // 28 APRIL 2016 REPRINT

Video episodes of K–5 classrooms and
reproducible materials on the web

“

Kids love hands-on science. Yet too few grow up to be scientists. Kids
need to be reading, writing, and thinking about science as well as
doing it. Writing in Science in Action propels us full throttle into both
hands-on and “minds-on” science. Rupp Fulwiler shows us how to help
kids wrap their minds around science, do science, and have a blast
in the process. If we really want to prepare kids for an increasingly
unpredictable future, we need teachers to read this book and share
the practices with the budding young scientists in their rooms.

Writing in Science
in Action

”

— S tep h a n ie Har vey

B

etsy Rupp Fulwiler’s landmark book Writing in Science (Heinemann, 2007)
empowered thousands of teachers to successfully develop their students’
science understanding while at the same time developing their expository
writing ability. The reason for its success? It provided teachers with the scaffolding
and modeling they needed to move students to higher achievement in both areas.

Betsy Rupp Fulwiler is a veteran
science curriculum consultant and
developer of the nationally known
Expository Writing and Science
Notebooks Program in Seattle Public
Schools. A former classroom teacher,
reading specialist, and editor, she
specializes in creating ways to teach
students how to think and write
scientifically.

Since Writing in Science appeared, Fulwiler has further developed and field-tested
new materials, including ten video episodes that show teachers as they implement
her approach in real classrooms with real children. The Writing in Science in Action
online resources bring the content to life by providing clear and explicit models
of students talking and writing, and teachers providing the scaffolding, modeling,
and conferring needed to support those students. You’ll see teachers working in
diverse settings with a range of learners, including ELLs, special-needs students, and
reluctant writers. You’ll also see groups of teachers assessing student notebooks and
planning instruction based on their assessments.
Focusing on science topics that are accessible and familiar, Fulwiler uses carefully
interconnected video episodes, student work, and detailed classroom vignettes to
take the reader into the complexity of individual classrooms and the practices of
skilled teachers. Seeing her approach in action is a powerful teaching tool, and the
online resources, used in combination with the practical text, takes Writing in Science
to a whole new level. Seeing really is believing.
Writing in Science in Action provides clear guidance and structures for classroom
practice, with:
■ specific strategies that can be immediately used in any classroom
■ step-by-step instruction on how to use each strategy
■ ideas for planning, modeling, scaffolding, and assessment
■ samples of more than 100 student notebook entries with commentaries
■ techniques for working with ELLs, emergent writers, and struggling students.
A dedicated website, http://hein.pub/wisia, provides teacher resources including
assessment checklists, reproducibles, sample student work, and more.

ISBN 978-0-325-08934-8
90000 >

www.heinemann.com

Strategies, Tools, and Classroom Video
Betsy Rupp Fulwiler
Foreword by Karen Worth

9 780325 089348

Teaching Science for Understanding

Writing in Science in Action

Even though there is an unending supply of science
textbooks, kits, and other resources, the practice of
teaching science is more challenging than simply
setting up an experiment. This book explores why
developing understanding is essential in science
education and offers practical suggestions for
how best to engage students in activities that
deepen their curiosity about the world and promote
enjoyment of science.

Building on Writing in Science, Betsy Rupp Fulwiler
developed and field-tested new materials,
including video episodes that show teachers in
real classrooms as they help students develop
as scientists and writers. You’ll find clear models
of students talking and writing, and examples of
teachers providing the scaffolding, modeling, and
conferring needed to support those students.

KAREN WORTH, JEFF WINOKUR, SALLY CRISSMAN,
MARTHA HELLER-WINOKUR, AND MARTHA DAVIS

Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-08934-8 • 192pp + Online
Video • $26.50

Grades K–6 • 978-0-325-02711-1 • 128pp • $18.50

WYNNE HARLEN

Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-06159-7 • 176pp • $22.50

BETSY RUPP FULWILER

The Essentials of Science
and Literacy

Filled with practical strategies and thoughtprovoking ideas, this book invites you to explore the
link between science and literacy—and how your
current literacy instruction can be used to teach
science to the benefit of learning and thinking in
both domains.

P:800-225-5800 F:877-231-6980 Prices in this catalog reflect 20% off list price Heinemann.com/Math

@HeinemannPub
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TEACHING SCIENCE
grades prek—6

Worms, Shadows, and
Whirlpools
KAREN WORTH AND
SHARON GROLLMAN

Based on the growing understanding
that even the littlest learners are
powerful thinkers and theory makers,
this book identifies science inquiry
skills and concepts appropriate for
the very young, and shows how to
integrate science into the curriculum
right from the start.
Grades PreK–1 • 978-0-325-00573-7
192pp • $24.50

22

Doing What Scientists Do,
Second Edition
ELLEN DORIS

Novice teachers and those looking to
refresh their practice will find support
to help children explore, experiment,
and figure things out in a scientific
classroom. This book deftly translates
the theory of inquiry-based science
instruction into methods teachers
can use.
Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-01245-2
208pp • $24.50

Writing in Science
BETSY RUPP FULWILER

Encourage students to grow as
scientists and writers by moving
beyond recounting how they’ve
completed their work and toward
explaining what they learned. This
book presents proven methods
for supporting improvement in
how students write and think
about science.
Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-01070-0
224pp • $25.50

TEACHING SCIENCE
g r a d e s k — 10

Science education
should enhance
student’s curiosity,
wonder, and questioning,
building on children’s
natural inclination
to question and their
understanding of the
world.” –Wynne Harlen

grades

5–10

Lori Norton-Meier • Brian Hand • Lynn Hockenberry • Kim Wise

NEGOTIATING SCIENCE

Questions
Claims
and Evidence
The Important Place of Argument in Children’s

The Critical Role
of Argument in
Student Inquiry

Brian Hand • Lori Norton-Meier • Jay Staker • Jody Bintz
F O R E W O R D B Y W E N DY S A U L

Science Writing

Questions, Claims,
and Evidence

LORI NORTON-MEIER, BRIAN
HAND, AND COLLEAGUES
Explore a new approach to
science that engages students
by linking literacy and inquiry.
By replacing the lab reports of
traditional instruction with the
writing of real scientists, you may
find that you and your students
enjoy and learn from science
more than ever.
Grades K–6 • 978-0-325-01727-3
192pp • $25.50

Negotiating Science

Outdoor Inquiries

The best way to transform
students’ scientific thinking is by
transforming their science writing.
Help them move from writing rote
procedures to the kind of writing
that real scientists do—posing
questions, documenting evidence,
making claims, and sharing data.

Conducting investigations beyond
the four walls of the classroom is an
ideal way for students to develop
scientific thinking while practicing
the skills of data collection and
analysis. This practical handbook
will be your guide to stepping
outside of traditional science
instruction.

BRIAN HAND, LORI NORTON-MEIER,
AND COLLEAGUES

Grades 5–10 • 978-0-325-02607-7
240pp • $26.50

PATRICIA MCGLASHAN, KRISTEN
GASSER, AND COLLEAGUES

Grades 5–8 • 978-0-325-01120-2
136pp • $20.00

P:800-225-5800 F:877-231-6980 Prices in this catalog reflect 20% off list price Heinemann.com/Math

@HeinemannPub
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TEACHING SCIENCE
grades 3—8

STEM
Foreword by DaviD Crowther

Creating
STEM Lessons
for Your
Curriculum
Jo Anne Vasquez
Michael Comer
Joel Villegas

STEM Lesson Guideposts

STEM Lesson Essentials

Teachers everywhere are being asked to integrate
STEM into their curriculum. STEM Lesson Guideposts
offers new tools, classroom examples, and a
practical model to guide your planning. This book
helps you understand, implement, and assess
STEM learning.

Get all the tools and strategies you need to design
integrated, interdisciplinary STEM lessons and units
that are relevant and exciting to your students.
Learn to organize and deliver STEM instruction by
purposefully weaving these four disciplines together.

JO ANNE VASQUEZ, MICHAEL COMER,
AND JOEL VILLEGAS

Grades 3–8 • 978-0-325-08776-4 • 144pp • $19.50
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JO ANNE VASQUEZ, MICHAEL COMER,
AND CARY SNEIDER

Grades 3–8 • 978-0-325-04358-6 • 192pp • $23.50

TEACHING SCIENCE
g r a d e s k — 12

Cultivating STEM
Identities

Hoffer

growth
mindset
WENDY Embrace
WARD
HOFFER

to cultivate positive STEM

identities in every child.
Bring positive
STEM identities
to life in your classroom and
watchSTEM
your students develop
the dispositions and habits of
mind that will spark bright STEM
futures. With Wendy’s guidance,
you will learn how to embrace a
growth mindset and model the
curiosity, persistence, flexibility,
and positive regard for STEM
needed to design and facilitate
rich STEM experiences for all
students.
content can
feel daunting. Many elementary
teachers don’t yet think of themselves as
mathematicians or scientists and lack confidence in their
abilities to teach STEM content. Who you are as a teacher informs
who your students become. Consciously or unconsciously, your
beliefs about STEM impact your behavior and instruction.
With Wendy’s guidance, you will learn how to embrace a growth
mindset and model the curiosity, persistence, flexibility, and
positive regard for STEM needed to design and facilitate rich STEM
experiences for all students. Each chapter includes current research
findings along with concrete, practical approaches to help you make
STEM learning meaningful and to foster students’ independence as
mathematicians and scientists.
We are all scientists, mathematicians, engineers, and technology
creators and users, making sense of our own worlds every day. Bring
positive STEM identities to life in your classroom and watch your
students develop the dispositions and habits of mind that will spark
bright STEM futures.

Cultivating

Cultivating STEM Identities

Wendy Ward Hoffer serves as Senior Director of
Education for the Denver-based Public Education and
Business Coalition (PEBC). She travels nationally to
provide professional learning for math and science
teachers at all levels. Wendy is passionate about
promoting student thinking and understanding across
the content areas, especially math and science.

Strengthening Student
and Teacher Mindsets
in Math and Science

Wendy Ward Hoffer
Dedicated to Teachers™

9 780325 078205

Dedicated to Teachers™

Identities

Foreword by Dr. Scott Sampson

ISBN 978-0-325-07820-5
90000 >

Grades K–5 • 978-0-325-07820-5
136pp • $19.00

STEM

Dedicated to Teachers™

Hoffer_CultivatingSTEMIdentities_FullCover_r2.indd All Pages
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science as ThinkinG | The Constants and Variables of inquiry Teaching, Grades 5—10
You are about to immerse yourself in a gorgeously
readable and engaging account of how teachers can
move science instruction from “hands on to minds
on.” Wendy Ward Hoffer describes how teachers
can extrapolate what is known about good thinking
strategies instruction to science teaching and
learning. Hoffer illuminates the path for thousands of
teachers (in science and beyond) who today work with
those who will lead this country’s efforts in energy,
health care, the exploration of sea and space, and the
protection of our planet. What work is more vital to
our future?

Inquiry is how we learn about the world. Every day we
ask questions, gather evidence, make observations,
and draw conclusions. Science as Thinking shows how
powerful instruction can connect the natural curiosity
students bring to class to the science curriculum.

Science as Thinking
WENDY WARD HOFFER
— Ellin OlivEr KEEnE, coauthor of Mosaic of
Thought, Second Edition

Wendy Ward Hoffer uses the fundamental scientific
principles of constants and variables as a framework
for highly effective science teaching. She begins with
constants, the basics of science instruction: inquiry,
big ideas, workshop, assessment, culture. Hoffer
shows how building a teaching foundation on these
constants ensures that all of your planning, lessons,
and interactions spark students’ interests and support
deep thinking about science.

This book by an experienced teacher takes professional
development to a new level. Many authors of books
designed to improve education try to integrate best
research with best practice. Few succeed as well as
Wendy Hoffer.

Hoffer’s variables are the practices you select from
every day—labs, demonstrations, lectures, projects,
and other classroom staples. She illustrates how these
variables can be carefully manipulated to maximize
student engagement, thinking, and understanding.

— J. MyrOn AtKin, Stanford University

Science as Thinking is a wonderful resource for new
teachers, but it will just as soon be sticky-noted and
dog-eared by veterans. It helps you:
■ get started and sustain progress with classroomtested strategies for implementing, teaching,
and refining high-quality instruction

WEndy WArd HOffEr is a
staff developer with the Denverbased Public Education & Business Coalition. She works with
teachers locally and nationally
to promote rich thinking in all
content areas, but especially
science. Wendy received an
MA in Science Education from
Stanford University and earned
National Board Certification®
while teaching middle school
math and science.

■ make direct connections between theory and
practice through planning questions

hoffer

Beginning with the basics of
science instruction—inquiry, big
ideas, workshop, assessment,
culture—this book shows
how to build a teaching
foundation that ensures all of
your planning, lessons, and
interactions spark students’
interests and support deep
thinking about science.

science as ThinkinG

Wendy Ward Hoffer

science
as

ThinkinG
The Constants
and Variables
of Inquiry Teaching

Wendy Ward Hoffer

■ conduct meaningful assessment with sample
rubrics.

If you’re as serious about improving students’
learning as they are curious about their world, then
read Science as Thinking. In it you’ll find highly
effective and satisfying ways to teach science and
turn any science curriculum into the turning point of
a young scientist’s life.

Grades 5–10 • 978-0-325-02577-3
280pp • $29.00
ISBN-13:978-0-325-02577-3
ISBN-10:0-325-02577-0

The Stories of Science

JANET MACNEIL, MARK GOLDNER, AND MELISSA LONDON
The Stories of Science explores how the power of story can
strengthen your instruction by weaving literacy into what you
already teach. The strategies in this book will deepen content
understanding and prepare students to be effective science
communicators as well.
Grades 6–12 • 978-0-325-08677-4 • 176pp • $22.50

Grades
5—10

ONLINE PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Susan’s seminar taught me how
to help my students with ‘math
talk’ and manipulatives so they
can more conf idently justify their
answers and become f lexible
thinkers. I can’t wait to apply
all I learned in my classroom!”

—Kathleen C., Kindergarten Teacher,
Alpharetta, GA

Heinemann Professional Development
Many of the authors featured in this catalog present
professional learning opportunities. Choose from online
and off-site courses and on-site seminars and consulting.
Contact Heinemann PD Services to discuss bringing authors
to your school for a math or science teacher PD day!
• Honi Bamberger
• Valerie Bang-Jensen and Mark Lubkowitz
• Lori Fulton and Brian Campbell
• Pamela Weber Harris
• Steven Leinwand
• Jen Munson
• Susan O’Connell
• Jo Anne Vasquez and Michael Comer
• Nancy Butler Wolf
• And many more!
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ONLINE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Impact your practice and your classroom with
Heinemann’s self-paced PD courses. Developed
and presented by Heinemann authors, these
on-demand courses are available around
the clock. Experience author-delivered video
combined with practical application and
reflection that provides a truly unique online
PD experience.

Putting the Practices into Action

Making Math Far More Accessible
to Our Students

SUSAN O’CONNELL
K–8

The Standards for Mathematical Practice are the heart and soul
of effective math instruction. Through them, students build deeper
understanding and develop reasoning, and through them we
discover effective ways to teach mathematics. Susan O’Connell
helps you identify the key elements of each standard and discover
practical strategies for making them come alive in your classroom.

STEVEN LEINWAND
K–12

Strengthen your confidence and capacity to make math
instruction far more effective. From engagement to best practices
to differentiation, Steven Leinwand helps maximize students’
understanding through language, alternative approaches to problem
solving, and multiple representations. Then he ties it all together with
ideas for effective lesson planning.

For Mor e Infor mation, v isit
ww w.h eineman n .com/ Pd
8 00.541-2086, E xt. 1402
P:800-225-5800 F:877-231-6980 Prices in this catalog reflect 20% off list price Heinemann.com/Math

@HeinemannPub
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Our goal is to help our
students learn to think
like mathematicians.”

ISBN 978-0-325-11106-3
90000 >

361 Hanover Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801-3912

9 780325 111063
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—Susan O’Connell, lead author of Math in Practice

Ordering your next resource is easy:
Call us: 800-225-5800
Fax us: 877-231-6980
Email us: custserv@heinemann.com
Visit us online at Heinemann.com
@HEINEMANNPUB
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